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WESTERN MINNESOTA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1941

VOLUME XLVIII

Barn Dance Frolic Set
8:15 Tonight, Big Gym
Costume Prizes Offered
Free Lunch To Be Served
The big Barn Dance Frolic, spon
sored by the physical education de
partment, will swing into action
at 8:15 tonight, Fr.day, in the big
Kym. Planned for MSTC students
only, no outsiders will be admit
ted.
Committees and individuals have
.been working hard planning and
concocting an interesting evening
for all.
S'udents are urged to come as
informally dressed as possible.
Prizes are to be offered lor the
best costumes—so boys and girls,
come dressed your funniest.
Music for the evening's dancing
will be furnished by a newly or
ganized barn dance band composed
of "Fiddling Rose" Bloom, the
corn cat from Detroit Lakes, Jean

Musician Has

Erickson, the hep cat from Pelican
Rapids, and Fritz Balkenol (just
"cat" of Wadena.
Dancing will be diversified, with
polkas, schottisches, Virginia reels,
old time waltzes, and other forms
of dancing completing the eve
ning's program.
Lunch consisting of carameled
apples, Cocoa Cola, and various
kinds of pop will be served free of
charge..
Highlights in the entertainment
will be stunts and skits put on by
the four sororities and the two fra
ternities.
General admission is only 5c.
Come one, come all tc the big frol
ic tonight and throw away your
cares while you have a grand time
capering to the catchy tunes. Don't
forget—admission is 5c.
If ou don't know how to dance,
you'll learn at the party.

Hobb) - Cook

Forum Discusses

"Would you like to know my hob- ^
.
j-»
by?
just love to cook. This is
because I love to eat and when I
was s udying in New York—Well,
Discussion of the bill submitted
it just seemed essential. You know to the Minnesota State legislature
it's one of those things that might by the Interim Committee to re
make me a good husband.'' Thus strcit teachers colleges to the trainbegan our entertainer for chapel
elementary and junior high
last week Thinking that I'd bet- school teachers, attracted many in
ter lead back to the musical an- terested students and faculty memgle, I found out that he carries the J?ers 01 tl16 ,c°ffee, Forum held in
harpsichord around in his car, it Ingieside last Monday,
A' M Christensen opened the
is valued at about 700 dollars, rfIDrs c Us^°" X&T?
"swing"
sounds
abominable
on
it,
^
t Q
_ , ,, ,.
.
data with regard to the history off
11 needs ll' hc wlJ tune 11 the interim Committee,
and told
11 „
- , , briefly how the bill will affect
Mr. Morrison devotes most+ of i.is teachgrs colwes
g
time to formal piano concerts with
Th
Q
then di_
only about 10 weeks spent in torn- vided into four sl^ller ^c^on
ing although he nas been doing gr0UpS which were headed by Mr.
these programs for eight jeais, t his B d Murray; Dr. E. M. Spencer'
is the first time he has played in Dr c L Green; Dr. A. M. ChristMinnesota ar.d c.aims • Home was ensen, and Dr. A. E. Woodall.
never like this—20 degrees below
The importance of acquainting
.zero!
the people with the significance of
His chief form of amusements the bill and the danger that it
consist of seeing Bloadway plays might be passed by the legislature
and attending all musical concerts, unnoticed by the people, was espec,When asked if he ever had stage ially stressed.
"fright he answered. Heavens yes.
Dr. Ernest S. Hediger of SwitzerIn fact, I always do and today for land, who was supposed to speak,
some unaccountable reason, I had was unable to attend,
the worst attack yet to be encountered.
MSTC 04.
Debate Groupsj tt
I suggested that maybe the
weather had something to do with LO 10 St. liiOmaS 311 a U.
it. He added that we could tell
Three teams from MSTC are gohow well the performer liked the ing to a debate tournament at St.
audience by hi.- : maiks. We were rhomas University, March 3 through
••a wonderful audience! To others 5 Three other teams will go to
he merely says. It was mce to have the Unjversity of North Dakota
been here." He is not married, his March g and \
favorite composer is Bach, his faThoge going tQ gt Thomas are
vorite actress is Lynn Fontaine, and Harry Hasskamp_ Bip jordan, Kenhis flower ga; dtnia. ac me i le netjj wilkens, Vernon Wedul, Hazel
other entertainer at a joint formal Brighti and Eiaine Mee.
concert and they have been worki g
Those leaving for the University
together since ihen.
H s
Dakota are Duane Moen,
of
stage someplace, so go x 1 1
Glenn Gunderson, Maynard Reyfor awhile now.
,
nolds, Don Nelson, Leona Sharbono,
As I wanderea around I found a and Bernardine Tivis.
dainty little box of t^ose two inch
pads the gals use to take off super,
»,
,
,
flous cosmetics. Good heavens," I
LyC€Um Postponed
thought, "is there a feminist in the
oue to the illness of Mr. Holmes,
crowd?" However, he confided that n()ted iectUrer, the lyceum program
a gill had left them in the Chil- scheduied f0r Tuesday, February
dren's Theater in Mansfiek, O h, 251 has been canceled. If present
which he founded and directs a c
are successful, Mr.
uegotlations
that mixed with alcohol, icy
Holmes will appear in Moorhead on
swell for taking off grease paint
^

1

Committee Keport

James Bridges
James Bridges, son of Professor
S. G. Bridges, who is the head of
our history department, is among
the American soldiers now station
ed on a Newfoundland military base
which the United States recently
acquired from Great Britain. James
was a student here at MSTC during
the 1938-39 school year. He is a
member of a military band, having
enlisted at Fort Snelling in De
cember 1939.

Gladys Norden
Baton Swirlers
March In Parade
Competing with 150 contestants
from all parts of the United States
defending national titles, Gladys
Norden and her Baton Swirlers rat
ed 95.6 per cent at the St. Paul
Winter Carnival, February 6.
At the Ice Cavalcade in the St.
Paul Arena, her costume was judg
ed the most original.
The Corps also performed in the
parades Friday and Saturday for
the Jack Frost Winter Carnival.
Miss Norden began her baton
swirling in the seventh grade,
learning from her brother who was
a drum major before her. Among
other teachers were: Mrs. Wright
of the Thief River Legion Drum
and Bugle Corps; Winston Jewson,
former University of Minnesota
Major, known throughout the Uni
ted States for his baton swirling,
and Ted Moiso, Minnesota State
Champion Drum Major.
After leading the Fosston high
school for six years, Gladys attend
ed MSTC and led our band for a
year.
Quitting her education, she be
gan her school for baton swirlers
about a year and a half ago. Lo
cated in the Stanton Becker Music
Company, the school is growing
steadily and Includes a drum corps.
Pupils are from 3 to 5 years of age
and come from Fargo, West Fargo,
Moorhead, and Dilworth.
Last year Miss Norden was ap
pointed to the North Dakota State
Legion Band. She has performed
for the North Dakota and Minne
sota State Legion Conventions, Elk's
Convention, and for the Veteran's
of Foreign Wars.
This June she is scheduled to ap
pear at the North Dakota State
Legion Convention at Williston,
North Dakota; Elk's Convention,
Grand Forks, and the Detroit Lakes
Water Carnival.
Next fall she plans to go to the
National Legion Convention at Mil
waukee, Wisconsin,

Next Chapel
Speaker

as he is concerned there
Dorothy Maynor, negro contralis only one actress and that is to, will appear at the Moorhead
Katherine' Cornell. He said, 'Mr. Armory Wednesday, April 2, as the
.Morrison thinks so too." (I smiled next ,
uroeiam
knowingly for here was my answer
Qeeuin progiam.
Rabbi Albert I. Gordon of Min
as to who bossed the combination.
neapolis will be our next week's
speaker at chapel. His topic will be
"What Judaism teaches about God,
collected three scrapbooks and has p
•
Man, and the Universe."
numerous sketches of Miss Cor- LntertaillS
Rabbi Gordon is a representative
nell. Another hobby of his is col. .
of the Jewish Chatauqua Society
lecting elephants. As for flowers,
Karl Parsons, physical science de- and will endeavor to give a wider
his favorite is the gardenia and he lartment instructor, entertained view of the ideas of the Jewish peo
always sends them to nieces only. ;welve students majoring in Phys- ple.
About this time they w re va'h1> icaj science> at a dinner at the

.Sn&'nfl

!Femg load

ftht

SSSS StS Karl Parsons

car Csomindeparted. Gardner hotel, Tuesday

Hmm—a cook and a collector of February 11.
elephants—quite a pair!

evening,

IZZZZF

"Her Boys" Were Going

"Ma" Jackson Holds Last Feast
)n Sunday, February 16, "Ma"
-kson, friends and mother of
•TC students, spread a feast for
ise of "her boys" who left yester.. Wjth the National Guards for
lifornia.
rhe menu included the universal
-orites of boyhood of all ages:
ist chicken, dressing, mashed pooes buttered peas, pickles, bread
i butter, salad, pie, coffee and
a patriotic theme was cardv
i out by a color 501161116 of red>
ite, and t)lue, and by favors of
[FFFmSTC boys in the NationGuards had, at one time during
.ir college career, boarded at the
"e 0f Ma Jackson. The boys

are Dale Brooks, Victor Clausen,
and Harold Marquardt of Pelican
Rapids; Dale Clausen of Foxhome;
Robert Eames, Arthur Phillips and
Irvin Bly of Moorhead; John Her
mes of Wahpeton; Lyle Fair, Dick
Hammond, Virgil Robinson, and
Norman Skinner of Staples; Marco
Gotta and Leonard Peterson of
Bessemer, Michigan; A n t h o n y
Micksche, Donald Knie and John
Weling of Breckenridge; Berthold
Martin of
Bird Island; Robert
Koschnick of Frazee; Cy Karsnia
and Ed Webber of Perham; Nels
Jessen of Robbinsdale; Gene Hotz,
Wadena; Anthony Pahula, Tower;
Norman Schafer, St. Charles; and
Kenneth Tate, Tracy.

Prexy Celebrates
At Birthday Party

President R. B. MacLean celebrat
ed his sixty-eighth birthday at
Ingieside Tuesday afternoon as all
the college faculty gathered around
a three layer white cake and offer
ed then- hearty congratulations.
Meanwhile, tea and coffee were
poured by Miss Georgina Lommen,
Miss Katherine Leonard, Miss
Phoebe Vowles, and Miss Jennie M.
Owens. Miss Millie Dahl presided
ove rthe birthday cake. Miss Ragna
Holen, Miss May Tangen, Miss De
Ette Hopkins, and Miss Marie Sorkness assisted on the social commit
tee. Among the off campus guests
were Dr. and Mrs. G. L. Gosslee,
Mrs. Jessie H. Askegaard acted as
hostess.
President MacLean insists that
the most gratifying present he re
ceived on his birthday was the two
points that won the Dragon-Cobber
game.

Faculty Presents Pipe To Nemzek
Expresses His Desire To Return

NUMBER TEN

Guards Gone
Hearts Sad

As a remembrance to our former And may the coming summer be
coach and instructor, the faculty of A calumet of sanity
the college have presented Mr. Alex
the world and us may bring
A peace like the peace of MoorJ. Nemzek with a Dunhill pipe,
They've gone! Battery F, Moor
head's springchosen by Mr. Murray who is a And after this world debauch in- head National Guard unit, finally
left yesterday for Camp Haan, Cal
fancier of pipes. The following
feral—
poem composed by the committee, Bring back our coach and lieuten- ifornia, taking with them most of
MSTC's footbal team and their
"ant colonel.
accompanied the present.
coach, "Sliv" Nemzek. In spite of
The Committee,
Calumet To Nemzek.
the cold, a large crowd of fathers,
With the Help of Allen Woodall.
Our state, like all of U. S. A.
Mr. Nemzek replied with the fol mothers, sisters, brothers, cousins,
slow to anger and day—
lowing letter, expressing his ap uncles, aunts, sweethearts, and just
'.Tow to anger or alarm—
preciation and desire to return af plain friends were at the station
But has a long and potent arm.
to wave goodbye and get a lest
And so our coach, who won his spurs ter a year.
glimpse of the boys as they march
February 13, 1941
Among the Kaiser-batterers
ed past. The 164th Regiment Band
And thought his work of war was To The Faculty,
of the Fargo guards, which had
Moorhead State Teachers College
done
played a concert at the Armory
Living a headache to the "Hun." Dear Friends:
My family and I wish to express just before train time, led the pa
But now the sound of wars again
our appreciation of the several re rade to the depot.
reaks across the ocean plain;
For two days these 149 officers
membrances given to us by the
uncle Sam must oil his gun
of MSTC. Our departure and soldiers had been packing batAnd call his foremen on thew run. faculty
That meansour'Dragon 'squads will h"3 indeed been made pleasant by iery equipment and personal be
10SS
your generous thoughtfulness. It is longings. Yesterday morning they
A lot of men whom we could use— °,jr wish and hope that this em- began transferring the many boxes
And chief of all their Chief's will lay urgency will not take us from your and trunks with the wide red stripe
to the
His course to Cal-i-for-nia
midst for more than a year, and 1 of an anti airci'aft
" 1battery
"
To drill, instruct, to lead, in short, hope that we will be back with waiting baggage car. Farewells
More boys in a deadlier kind of you in 1942. Mrs. Nemzek and the were sandwiched in between pack
children join me in extending kind ing and loading.
sport.
est regards and best wishes.
Here and there about the arm
But, Nemzek, may you take along
ory a family group would be clus
Sincerely,
A token from the Dragon throng—
tered about a man in uniform—a
Alex J. Nemzek.
A calumet of soft release
father gruffly advising son to "be a
That we still hope is a pipe of
good soldier," a mother bravely
peace—
smiling while willing tears threat
And as you puff may you remember
ened to spill over. Kid brothers
How winter cracks down in Decem
goggled with admiring eyes at their
ber
hero. Brothers and sisters shyly
After the colorful galloping throng
said goodbye. Here and there were
That cheered your football boys
Two new courses will feature the groups of two as a battery man
along—
When the crimson rose in the sun spring offer of the speech depart kissed his wife or sweetheart. Many
ment.
of the MS coeds whose "heart in
set glow
Freedom of speech, growth of terests" were among the departing
And sealed your season before the
the newspaper, magazine, and radio guards just couldn't keep back a
snow.
May you remember the color of fall in the modem world all have a few tears, but most of them kept
Between MacLean and old Weld place in the History of journalism their chins up (at least until they
to be offered this spring. This is got back to their rooms.)
Hall—
The days you stood to wield the not a new course. It was intro
duced last year by Dr. Allen Woodgavel
As the C. of C. had tasks to un all, and proved to have a place in
the plans of both English majors
ravel.
and journalism students. The sub
ject matter follows the history of
•writing in the English language
from the viewpoint of such jour
"Tish, Tish."
nalists and heroic figures as John
That's what the seniors of MS
Milton, Andrew Hamilton, Thomas
Paine, Ben Franklin, Charles Dana, High are saying now. It's the name
Since there are not enough stu Horace Greele, and other cham of their class play being rehearsed
dents interested in the CAA flying pions of freedom of the press.
under the direction of Miss Schmidt.
course, there wll not be a unit
There will be studies of the mod Vernon Wedul is student director.
established at MSTC, Dr. C. P.
"Tish," by Alice Chacwicke, is a
Lura stated Thursday afternoon. ern magazine with comparison of three act farce involving the travels
Those students who are nterested examples to be found on the stands of Letita Carbury, Tish, and her
may contact Dean Rush of the today and discussion of the radio two companions, in their attempt
Engineer College at the State Col as a new medium of journalism now to lead the simpler life. The three
lege in Fargo, or Dean Nordstrand rivalling and supplementing the head for the Mexican border in a
of Concordia College. Ground work newspaper. The course will be aim second hand car and become in
in flying course will be offered at ed at the needs of the students of volved in one difficulty after an
both Concordia and the State Col general literature as wel las at other, climaxing the whole with
those specializing in journalism.
lege in Fargo.
suspicion o fespionage. Suspense
Many students
.., will . , find
„ , the and excitement follow the middle
course worthwhile, said Professor
d spinster through her attempts
B. D. Murray, even though they to straighten the tangled romances
are not majoring in English and
two couples and get closSr to
journalism, for a knowledge of nature despite her young nephew's
modern magazines and newspapers efforts to restrain her.
is expected of all teachers.
The play promises to be an enThe course in Modern Drama tertaining one. It will be presented
will be taught by Miss Ethel Taint- at 8 p. m., March 6, in Weld Hall,
Wednesday night, February 19, at er who undertook her studies of
The MS high school girls played
6:30 p. m. marked the 149th regu modern plays at Columbia Univer- their first game of a series with
lar monthly meeting of the School sity. This is a course whicji the the college WAA team last Thursmasters' Study club. In spite of English department says should be day afternoon. Although the high
the below-zero weather, there were
school girls were defeated by a
forty-nine members present at the essential to all modern students. score of 19-4, they played a good
The field of modern drama begins
Moorhad Senior High School.
offensive game. In the fourth
Profssor G. L. Schoberg of Con in the nineteenth century with Ib quarter they held the college girls
cordia College, who is a member of sen, Pinero and Shaw and con down to four points.
the National committee on the place tinues to the present revival of
The women of the campus school
of Modern Languages in American playcraft in America from O'Neill are planning to spend one after
education, working under the aus to the modern broadway produc noon each week from 4 to 5:30 in
pices of the National Federation of tions of Robert Sherwood and preparing Bundles for Britain. If
Modern Language association, dis- Maxwell Anderson.
their hopes materialize, they will be
sewing as well as crocheting and
cussed the tqpic "Foreign LanguKafed Hj M
knitting layettes for refugee babies.
ages in our High Schools.
MSTC entered four contests at
The ninth, tenth, and eleventh
Dr. A. M. Christensen of MSTC, the Red River Valley tourney; two grades will be hosts to Miss Hawksecretary of the western division extemporaneous speaking contests, inson at a patriotic party at 7:30
of the Minnesota Education Asso- poetry reading and debate. Vernon on Friday evening.
ciation, discussed the possible leg- ^Vedul won ln his fir.st round of exislation
interim renort
temporaneous speaking and
placed j)r pjldine
To Speak
islation and
and interim
report.
fifth n the finals
Paul Mahoney ..
rr , •
n
10
1C
01
The next meeting will be in Far- won in the preliminaries of the "
P .
wr^a
At a
me6"g
go with H. H. Kirk, superintendent, poetry reading contest and placed
,
e~ening
as host. It will be the 150th third in the finals. Bill Jordan won ^ Glenn F nildineFvilFspeak on
monthly meeting known as "ses- in the discussion preliminaries and the topic "Heredity."
quiluannial." A large turnout is placed thrd in the finals. The deTo fill the vacancy left by the
expected and the program is in baters won thirteen out of eighteen resignation of Hazel Bright, a new
urocess
president will be elected
The
debates
p
debates.
meetng will be followed by lunch.

Chilis Are Up

New Courses
Next Term

Campus High
Play Set For
Weld On March 6

No CAA Course
Offered At MS

Schoolmasters'
Study Club Hold
Monthly Meeting

Play Production Class To Present
Series Of One Act Plavs Soon
Working in pairs, the members
of Mr. Lillywhite's play production
class will direct a seres of nine one
act plays as a part of their final
examination ill the course. The
first of these, scheduled for 2:00
Saturday, February 22, in Weld
Hall, will be produced and directed
by Glenn Gunderson, Glyndon, and
Muriel Longway, Fargo, is entitled,
"Submerged." Immediately follow
ing, Robert Taylor, Detroit Lakes,
and Dorothy Jones, Hawley, will
present "The Man Who Came
Back."
On Thursday, February 27, be
ginning at 7:00 p. m., "Gallows
Gate," directed by Xena Carmen
and Frances Raff, and "Two Crooks
and a Lady," under the direction of
Jule Crume and Geraldine Benson,
will be given.
Scheduled for Saturday, March 1,
starting at 10:00. a. m, are "Moltin'
Time," directed by Gwen Easter,
and Polly Trost, "Dust of the Road,"

produced by Kenneth Wilkens and
Monroe Balkenol; and "The Bride
Wore Red Pajamas," under the di
rection of Kay Schroeder and Wil
liam Jordan.
On the afternoon of the same
day at 1:00, Sophie Mikulich and
Dorothy Krueger will present "Sup
pressed Desires," followed by "The
Chest," produced by Ruth Merrick
and Doris Putnam.
From these nine plays, the four
best will be chosen for presentation
to the student body, an event which
will take place probably the first
week of the sprng quarter. Stud
ents are welcome to come and wit
ness the initial performances also.
Besides recruiting players and
shaping action, the play production
class has designed and built its own
sets, will do their own makeup and
will attend to other technical de
tails of production. Actors were
gleaned from the ranks of actives
and pledges of Dragon Masquers.

Dr. Glenn Dildine spoke on the
subject of public schools at the
meeting of Kappa Delta Pi on Wed
nesday, February 19 at 4 o'clock,
in Ingieside. Lunch was served at
the close of the meeting by Geral
dine Benson, Hannaford, N. D.;
Neoma Nelson. Moorhead; Harry
Hasskamp, Ulen; Donald Anderson,
Detroit Lakes; and Gunilda Reese,
Mcintosh.

Onions In
Ingieside
"It's unconstitutional!" cries a
hungry coed Thursday evening as
the aroma of cooking onions wafted
down the corridors of MacLean hall
to tantalize several belated nostrils.
"It's contrary to regulations," re
marked Mrs. Jessie Askegaard, Dean
of Women, also looking up. Come
to find out, there is a rule about
not cooking anything so self an
nouncing as onions in the Ingieside
kitchen. It is just too hard on the
MiSTiC staff staying away from
their dinners pulling the front page
to bed.
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Page Two

In
The
Spring Young Man'sAfancy
Lightly Turns To Love At MSTC
"In spring a young man's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of love"
seernc to be the eeneral tenor of
seems to De tne general tenor 01
campus activity of all, but a few
factors seem to have been misplaced.
First of all, analyzing the old ditty
lt would seem that spring would
not mean temperatures of thirty
degrees below zero, but of course
"love is blind" may be senseless
too. Gramps says as the pessimist.
Anyway, the young men who have
been in the limelight are the khakigarbed Dragon guardsmen. The
poet, however, erred when he said
"lightly" and "thoughts of love" be
cause as the furor of frat pins,
wrist watches, and diamonds, etc.,
could testify, this isn't a light turn-lng and very definitely involve?
more than merely thinking about
the whole affair.
Now to get down to cases. The
most recent development as almost
everyone knows now is the glitter
ing gem which now resposes on
MARJ HALLBERG'S proper finger.
Doner-Guardsmen NORMAN SHAFER The fellow who dreamed out
that title "Third Finger, Left Hand"
must have had a hunch about the
importance of such a digit.
Not in the carat stage but sadly
farewelllng are CLAIR FLOOD and
MOLLY PRESTON. WeVe heard
she sings "Alone" beautifully so
time will tell because she has in
the past gone WEST and now
FLOOD seems to be headed in that
direction.
Printer's devil and guardsmen
"BUN" BLY ad his petite WIMPY
look gllntly and AL MAURJTSON
and his blonde gal seem to be head
ed down a groove. Maybe the boys
did shop at Christmas after all!
Athlete GENE HOTZ has already
"pinned" down and beglittered
MERLE HUSBAND. Gee, this all
sounds like a lot of "drafty" widows.
Dark commissioner of the past, BOB
KOSHNICK seems to be concen
trating on BETTY CHRISTIANSON for his last impressions.
Editor WILBERT JOHNSON is
either catering off-campus talents
or trying to revive something from
the past.
This could go on endlessly and
the results probably will. In passing, the depleted state of the Owl
roost might be noticed. About the
only hooters left to feather the nest
are Papa Owl HARRY HASSKAMP who's numbered and tagged,
and howlette JORDAN who has
been "winged."
For some reason, that pianist in
chapel reminded a lot of people of
RUSSEL V. PETERSON, prof of
the past. At any rate, shutting our
eyes and seeing the past, we began
to wish we hadn't been born about
250 years too late.
That must have been the life—
To the Editor:
Much has been said about the
school spirit of MSTC, but has any
thing been done about it? I'll go
so far as to answer my own ques
tion—No! Students of MS have
about as much gumption at any
outside activity as an old mud
fence. We have our certain few
who go out for this and that, but it
is the majority of the student body
of which I am speaking. Have any
any
of you stoDned to think of
nf Zl
how
> u s opped to think of how
many turn out for some of these
"functions"? Perhaps—and may
be not. At our pep meetings we
have a mere handful; at elections
Just a few vote; various concerts
have a meager attendance.
Come on! Let's get out that old
spirit we had in grade and high
school and back all our social doings.
I. Q.
Rats Seem Resentful.
Charleston, S. C.
—The rats
in Charleston, they say, are edu
cated. Newspapers announced that
the city health department was
ready to launch its annual eradica
tion program. Three days later five
persons reported they had been
bitten by rats.

high, white powdered hair, (you'd
be ashamed to be caught In your
own—just like wearing curlers)
brocaded gowns, spectrum
hues of jewels, lovely music, lots of
time and courtly attendants. I'll
bet they got warm when it was hot
though, and their wigs itched and
hoops got stuck in doors, and dignified ladies and gentlemen wished
they weren't.
Many journalists and numerous
other people have been wishing
that the Sports Department, incorporated would cease "gumming up"

things. Things specifically being,
namely: one telephone which when
fed a prescribed banquet of glue,
ceased to function. Whereupon the
telephone men made a quick trip
and fixerpoined the gismo. Clues
were meager until the vandals
scoffed at a baited story and began
to be proud of themselves so-o moral, never bite all bait that's dangled
before you.
Hear tell the Erickson twins are
being a bit more careful about who
claims whose glories after that last
MS-COBBER game on Tuesday.

Box 0Tf ice H.nTs

fs'lUisioned
t0 fmd

wlth llfe and strives
eternal Peace on a lonely

uninhabited island in the South
Seas. Against his better judgement,
Heyst takes Alma to his scheduled
"Shangri-La"; Treasure and a trio
of Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Jerome
Cowan, and Lionel Royce make life
on the island more complicated. All
in all the tropical story is quite

What's Behind
The gold bracelet and necklace a
certain engaged "B" gave to en
gaged "C"?
"Sorty's" long hours spent in a
certain basement?
The Colmer and Walker affair?
Jung's animosity toward another
Wadena boy?
The "practice makes perfect
theory of Bloom and her violin?,

The WESTERN MiSTiC

"For my enemies I have a
sword, but against my friends I
wear no armor."—Aquilius: De
Gustibus Humanitatis.
We know now how Caesar felt in
the forum. We expect the foes of
education and the advocates of in
tolerance to bear down upon us,
but we are caught completely offguard by those to whom we have
always looked for help and support.
We have always considered any
state legislative educational com
mittee a friend of education. It is
with some bewilderment that we
read that these men have decided
that the state of Minnesota is no
longer qualified to educate men and
women to teach in its own high
schools. This one part of the Incerim Committee's report seems to
bear no relationship to the other
findings, which are largely favor
able to the cause of higher educa
tion.
The committee report, now pub
lished, offers wide variety of sug
gestions, and those interested in
the reasons advanced for the above
drastic conclusion should read the

restful for minds getting ready to
brave final exams.
At the Moorhead on Feb. 2122, Friday and Saturday are
JAMES STEWART, MARGAR
ET SULLIVAN and ROBERT
YOUNG in "The M o r t a l
Storm," a tale of Nazi Germany.
Sunday through Tuesday, Feb
ruary 23-25 is featuring "Down
Argentine Way," with BETTY
GRABLE and if you like sultry
music and dancing of the same
calibre by all means truck
down. Wednesday and Thurs
day. Feb. 28-20, JOAN CRAW
FORD and HERBERT MAR
SHALL in the tale of "Susan
and God."
Jogging over to the ROXY on
Friday and Saturday you can see

JfJ? SSlSf
what would likely be the result if
the Minnesota State Teachers' Col
lege were deprived of their right to
train high school teachers. The
first result would be to remove from
the ranks of future high school
teachers all students not wealthy
enough to afford the higher tui
tion and the greater expense of at
tending the private colleges or the
University. It would, in brief, make
high school teaching the privilege of
the more well to do. Secondly, it
would send most of the students
either to the University, which is
already overcrowded, or to out- ofstate institutions: since the private
colleges are equipped with the bare
minimum of specialized training
courses for public school teachers.

growing up. Coming around on
Sunday through Tuesday, you'll get
the advice "Let George Do It,"
which is a take off on Hitlerite
tactics in principles. From Wed
nesday through Thursday is the
film , based on John „Steinbech's
novelof
and Men ,
,,
er attne
Over
at the State
is
„ _^
state this
tnis weekend
weekend is
S
in "It All Came True," which opens
up a lot of avenues of appreciation
about wishing etc. In the continu
ed vein of hectic atmosphere on
Sunday through Tuesday is "Un
tamed," with PAT MORRISON and
RAY MTLLAND. More oomphs are
dished out Wednesday and Thurs
day in "Mexican Spitfire Out West,"
with Lupe Velez supplying the fire
as usual.
CAESAR ROMERO rides again as
the Cisco Kid in "Romance of Rio
Grande," with Ricardo Cortez, at
the Grand on Friday and Saturday
of this week.
On Sunday through Tuesday
I see mv home town's contribu
tion, WARREN WILLIAM will
plav in "Trial of Vigilantes"
with FRANCHOT TONE and
Peggy MORAN at the GRAND.
Finishing the week over at the
Grand will be a Dr. Christian film
on and Wednesday and Thursday
entitled "Remedy For Riches."
The coming week at the Isis re-

Colleges operating
on a much reduced scale, leaving a
good deal of expensive equipment
unused, and the colleges themselves
discouraged in their work of build
ing up academic standards.

Political insiders are reading deli
cate significance into President
Roosevelt's gift of an old felt hat
to Jean Hersholt, president of the
Motion Picture Relief Fund, and
"Dr. Christian," of the CBS radio
program. The creased grey felt
has covered Mr. Roosevelt's head
during three successful campaigns
for the Presidency. The fact that
he is now willing to part with it
indicates to hawk-eyed Washington
observers that the President is not
considering a fourth term.
The Roosevelt fedora will be raf
fled off for the benefit of Jean
Hersholt's relief fund. The drawing
has been set for March 17, date of
the Presidential wedding annivers
ary. The President gave Hersholt
his hat when the actor was attend
ing the inauguration ceremonies.
Mrs. Roosevelt was surprised when
Hersolt told her that the President
had promised him the hat. "The
President is very superstitious about
that hat. I never expected him to
part with it," she told Hersholt.
"Double talk?" echoed David
Ross. "Why double talk is simply
telling someone that he's plustig
when you really mean that he's in
the best of health." Ross is known
to colleagues around the studios as
radio's most astute double talker.
Ross is also a theorist in this abstruse art which seems to be capturing a large share of public attention while no one quite knows
What it is.

ITS 5=5.»
State Teachers'

"More seriously, double talk is
simply verbal surrealism," said
Ross in a recent interview. "Double
talk consists of unrelated data stuck
together so that they appear to
have a meaning which they haven't.
It is a deliberate attempt to make
the listener believe he has learned
something when he hasn't."
Jim Jordan has a new job on
his shoulders—a job almost as big
as the one which calls for him to
be the flustering, blustering Fibber
of Fibber McGee and Molly each
Tuesday night for millions of list
eners. As Enicino's recently in
stalled President of the Chamber of
Commerce, Jim isn't allowing any
grass to grow under his feet. As
far as Jim Jordan and Encino's citi
zens are concerned this real-life rofe
as President is no hollow title. 'It's
a real job, and I'm going to try my
best to get some real work done
for Encino," states the seriousminded comedian.
.
ti. B.
I
The students of the Editorial
Writing and News Publication clas".
have been given the large task of
taking over the MiSTiC for this and
the following issue. They are to
assume full responsibility. Those in
the class include J. Monroe Balkenol; Helen Boresek: Roy Heinecke, James Lakie, Dan Murphy,
and Marjorie Pawlowski.
Dr. Allen Woodall, advisor and
class instructor, says he has complete confidence in the new staff,

Miss Tic

Trinka's Aunt
Writes Book
Some place in North Dakota
there is a sleepy little town called
Medora, which does not look very
different from any other little town.
On a hill across the river stands an
old chateau which now belongs to
the State Historical Society, and
beside the road stands a statue of
the Marquis de Mores, the once
Monte Cristo of the Badlands.
These, and a sign which says
"Theodore Roosevelt once ranched
in this section," are signs that Me
dora has had a colorful history.
The
, book, "Medora," by Zdena
Trmka, tells the story of the beginUttle town. A memt"e French royalty came
?®r
to
there
start a great business in
s!;oc'i
and even to establish a

Music, History, More Music

Westley Shows Versatile Ability

By Fritz Balkenol
He's the fellow with the musician's haircut. He's the fellow you
Africa," *w ill bethe^^ay and WSLtTthS^
Bad-' see^.a<™ss the campus with the collar of his sheepskin turned up
°£u™ a™ lands of Dakota were filled with and a i°ider °f music under his arm. He's the fellow who frequents
^iimay. Showing Sunday and cattle rustlers and desperados so the exchange counter the first hour of the afternoon He's the nuMonday wm be Disputed Passage."
"Grapes of Wrath" will be back in of ev^dayf acUvS" Tlthough
be sung
^ ™ T"
. He'S Written music which
Amphion chorus on their Chicago tour this spring. He's Alph
town again for Tuesday and Wed- he had many enemies who tried to
dispose of him, the Marquis de Westley, senior in our college.
nesday.
Receiving his high school education as an academy student at
v^terpuise
teau to which he brought hiTlovely th6 Lutheran Bible school, Fergus Falls, Alph Westley preceded his
wife, Medora. It was for her that Jareer at MSTC with some years at Mayville Teachers Collge and at
Elsbeth Kennon of Houston, Tex the town was named.
Monmouth Teachers College, Monmouth, Oregon
as, is wondering whether history
The story of his brave efforts to „ Alph| however, hasn't let all this schooling stifle his creative talent.
will continue to repeat itself. Her build up industry in "the west "and Besdes composing over fifty ballads, "children's songs gosDel hvmns
great - grandparents,
respectively, his struggle against the trusts of and chorales, he has whipped up a mean turnover at the Graver Hotel'
stud®nts at Wall street are presented by Trinka He acquired his attractive personality partly from his experience as
S. i«
• th6^
er!ityI, .Wac?; anl ?ar,- in a very dramatic account
5
?yl°C
^L
What a ^ Sh0e .***man a* the Store Without A Namf expenence
ried
after
graduation.
Now Elsbeth
is enrolled as a freshman at Bay
balan°ed
°n ^
sse, st. Haul and
lor.
balanced by the value of its^
his- Minneapolis.
*
»
*
•
toncal
account.
"Cossack's
Lullaby,"
words
and
music
by
Alph
Westley
is of typical
And then there's Charles "Tuffy"
xamuum, ace auuuacK
uiemson,
" may be interesting to the stu- f^fwho hae ZZ WOr1f if,"6 a requiem for some member of the CosTimmons,
fullback a
ati. Clemson,
who scored 22 points while wearing dents of MSTC to know that the ant chords imHafi
v,
k k „The,song ends with groups of dissonjersey No. 22 last season. Athletic author is the aunt of Eunice Trim- ^ H^ada^H^f chl£ch bells „tolling in the distance.
officials plan to give him No. 99
ka who was a student here last ye^ in lefo is^rmoLed in°lh! cLt'fapuntaf styk^" Wri"en by HaSSl6r
next fall.

ACP

nth on

Skogen - Au Revoir

Skogen—Au Revoir — Hand set ....
Now that Private Skogen
V,5Kiptii0?i priFe- U.50; single copies 5c. Student Activity Fee inhas
^ b^ch^studein v*omes.
liicluded ftSS
™rched <*f *>
the ranks at
J IS y ?e.^sp?;p?,r Published by Moorhead State Teachers College the Sunny shore, we are going to
y6ar'
Printed in the College Print Shoo and miss the well-armed harhs
llumed at the College
barbs of
nf his
hie
^Entered as second class matter at the Postottice at Moorhead. Minne- styptic criticism. We wonder how
Skogen would have reacted to the
Member
last excellent chapel program, but
we probably would not need to
Plssocialed Goileftiate Press
wonder long. Skogen always came
through, he never failed us. If
Distributor of
he ever praised a program we would
have been disappointed; somehow
it would have been out of character.
Editorial Sta?V
Ed Verreau
Editor-in-Chief Skogen always spied the hole in
Neoma Nelson .....
Managing Editor the houghnut and unpaled it with
William Jordan
State Editor an unfailing jab.
Gwen Easter
News Editor
We shall miss the little feuds
Florence Felde
Assistant News Editor and feudlets that he kept sputterRoy Heinecke
Sports Editor ing
Elaine Mee
Organization' Editor
around the campus. Who now
Doris Stenhjem .
.... , ,,
illustrator will take sly shots at Glen GundVernon Wedul._
—
Chief Editorial Writer pucnn
or».H his
v-»ie pals
i«- ~.t—
—m —j.
erson
and
Hazel Bright
column
' wh0 will patronColumn Editor age Gladys DOugherty's letters to
IlUMiiieNM Staff
Urban Anderson
|Business
uwi(ivijo iiiaua&ci
Manager the MiSTiC, who will seize the
Olenn Qunderson
Advertising Manager shovel and dig—Alas, Skogen, reKuth W angsness
Circulation Manager turn to us
Tvpist
°r we shall wax selfLeona Lewis
Typist
Printer satisfied ancl^quote Pollyanna. How-

CbllebiaJe Di6est

Behind
The
Mike

Et Tu, Brute

V / . i I , , l .> T; f I I > I ' i I * J

Somewhat of a new innovation,
but old in the practice of movie
going this column is primarily ded
icated to the purpose of giving a
much fuller schedule of possible en
tertainment at the theatres of the
city.
"Virginia." filmed in technicolor
at Charlottesville in old Virgin",
this tale tells of the love story of
a girl who finds love and loyalty
bottling in her heart as North
fights South for her. The scenery
is gorgeous with fox hunting coun
try and four buildings designed by
Thomas Jefferson as backgrounds.
In facj^ the Paramount producers
gave Thomas Jefferson a screen
credit for art directors.
In this southern story a house
acquires a personality from the
many generations which have liyed there. When Madeline Carroll
comes home to Virginia after an
inconspicuous career on the New
York stage, she plans to rid herself
of the rundown estate. But it is
not as easily done. There is Ezechial for example. her grandfather's
body servant, who "comes home to
die." Her neighbor, FRED MACMURRAY awakened her latent love
of the land and its traditions
against the arguments of a rich
Yankee who loves her.
Watch for STIRLING HAYDEN who's ultra handsome six
foot four and his great things
prophecied for him. Support
ing cast of HELEN BODERICK, MARIE WILSON and
CAROLYN LEE helps make
this one of the best of the year.
See it at the Fargo, on Satur
day through Tuesday, Feb. 2225.
Showing at the Fargo from Wed
nesday, February 26 through the
28, is Paramount's "Victory." This
film is based on probably the best
known of Joseph Conrad's novels.
Characterizations are particularly
noteworthy in this plot. ALMA
i BETTY FTELDS) throws herself
literally into the arms of Axel
Heyst (FREDERIC MARCH) to
escape the hotel proprietor for
Re works Heyst is bitterly

Friday, February 21, 1941

Monikers
"Curls" Nelson
"Search" Olson
"Wimpy" Rosier
"Rho" Sederberg
"Fritz" Balkenol
"Glamor Boy" Olson
"Fire" Ireland
"Howie" Erickson
"Bean" Krone
"Mike" Kelley
"Shorty" Murray
"Manny" Mendalkie
"Saint" Colmer

;„„i

i_

,

eral nSL^nger to
^ iS g6n'
of chapel choir. Alpha Epsilon fraternity^yL^bdTphi Sigma"

He Coudn't Lose

"After a certain trench raid dur
ing the World War, an AEF sur
geon told the chaplain that one
poor fellow was quite beyond hope.
The chaplain leaned over him: 'My
dear fellow, you are very badly
wounded; have you anything to say
or any word you want to send to
our famly'?"
"My inside coat pocket," breathed
the soldier, painfully.
"TT-.«
r. 71
The chaplain felt
a pocketbook
(ACP)
and took it out, 'Is this what you
want'?"
story at Marquette these day^'conYes, open it."
cerns the campus romeo who went
^
u.
went
"Here
to a fraternity convention and af what Vnnis a ten-dollar bill, is that
ter three days, wired the"ocalgWl!
T
sa
"Having a swell time Wish vou
the soldier, in a
were her."
'
whisper. 'Bet you that I don't die "
And he did not
Homing Pigeons Drafted.

Allen E. Woodall
Faculty Advisor thusiastic about California sunshine "van, president of the Springfield
Reporters
c opiingneia
.....
t h a n h p W A S n h n n t auk PMriorru^,
, . ,
Jul. Crume, l.lain, Foss, Leona Lewis, Luella Lewis, Mina Peoples. Donald Nelson, than he was about OUT MiSTiC at- Pigeon club, has agreed to resnonri
Fritz Balkenol Genevieve Ramsey. Lauretta Allen, Luverne Naegeli, Viola Carter, mosphere, we predict he Will soon to the armv'S nlan to Rroft
L! "
aft homing
Xena Carmen Eileen Maguuson. .Milton Grem Helen Dthus Betty Christiansen, run afoul Of the Chamber of Com
Digenm; h»
,
J
No™a "
Ti1.Bu,Tb/cu
, ,B.r."lI?.
,\ n.d::.
AW1.UO
. Adeline
AU.11I1- .ueiujr,
vxrayce iraiuani,
mprrp
u.. ^f
*
^wuituig
wqt ill'
-rner.^
Melby.Grayce
Hafdahi, Marguerite (jerdes,
Gerdes,' me
rce- nr
or ha
be hnnnnri
bonn^
?5f°n?_by
bruiting 1,000 birds
Ila Lokken Marian Sandberg, Mildred Holmes. Edith Scudder, Aagot Ueland MarSTV.
bopped by the Boost- from private Owners
ers Club.
PI,t 8teven«, Stirling Hubbard, Bernardine Tivis. Shirley
Shirlev Wetzel
Hnnd Krickson,
Wetzel, Howard
Ruth GilberUon, Marjorie Palowski, Joanne Hart. Odis Le Grande.

.

3 iU"aby' a plano tone poem, and music
for Percv
Percy BvX^^"^
Bysshe Shelleys Music When
Soft Voices Die"

Pl®

°f

the wil1 to liva-

Ugh' the

unfortunate dOUBh-bov
Was a Quick thinlroe f
quick thinker, figuring ten
d°"ars would be no good to him if
he died and the twenty would be
better if he didn't.

Sunset At MSTC~
The shadow of sunset through our
wester gate
Floods all our campus in a bath
of gold
Out of the sky where the red gods
await
The ancient rites of sundown that
enfold
This hour In sacred beauty. Twi
light comes
On Indian footsteps voiceless as
the stars
Unheralded by fire or thunder

drums—

Nothing disturbs the walks—the
sleeping cars
Silent beside the curb—the build
ings dream
Of trails and pioneers and ancient
lore,
While the sky deepens and the
windows gleam
With yellow light and night is
here once more.

A. E. W,

-

Friday, February 14, 1941
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Page Three

Dragons Nose Out Cobbers 48-46 To Win
Intra-City Series and Daily News Trophy
Field Goal In Final
Seconds Of Overtime
Period Decides Game

Western MiSTiC

Colmer Goes On Scoring Rampage
While Harold Erickson Sinks Winner;
Dragons Extend Win Streak I o Five
A fighting, determined Dragon cage squad once more
gained possession of the intra-city basketball tit:• • and
the Moorhead Daily News trophy last Tuesday nigh as
they defeated a bewildered Concordia quint in an overtime
struggle 48-46.
In an almost exact replica of the first Dragon i tory
in January, Coach Hammer's squad out-fought, cut-smart
ed, and out-played the slightly-favored Cobbers to gain

a two point advantage in the clos
ing seconds of play.
The team was hampered by the
loss of Pete Young, regular forward,
who Is in a local hospital suffering
from cn infection ailment. He was
replaced in the line-up by Don Jae
oby. who performed very creditab
ly until he was ejected from the
game on fouls mid-way In t. e th r.i
period.
The first half situation was in di
rect contrast to drat of the firs
Cobber game. But this time it was
the Dragor.s who piled up a 21-11
advantage in a low-scoring first
half only to have it wiped out by
the hard-fighting Cobs. Phil Fauteck, Cobber sharpshooter, counted
15 points in the second half to keep
his team in tho game.
Concordia gained their first ad
vantage late in the third quarte
when Fauteck registered two field
goals to make it 28-27. But the
Dragons rallied to gain a 33-32 ad
vantage at the end of the period.
An exceptionally fast fourth perod saw the lead change hands four
times while the score was tied three
times. Concordia's desperate play
gained them a three point advan
tage with only a few moments to go,
but Chuck Putney and Bob Fielder
counted a field goal and a free
throw, respectively, to knot the
count at 43-43 as the regulation
tame ended.
Coach Hammer's uncanny ability
to call on his reserve strength at
the right psychological moment was
especially apparent in the overtime
period when he inserted Harold
Erickson, Ted Jacobson, and Dick
Ryan, they being the only Dragons
to score In the final session. Ryan
gave his team a one point advan
tage when he made a free throw
shortly after the start of the five
minute overtime period. Walstrom
of the Cobbers wiped out this mea
ger lead with a field goal a few
seconds later. Jacobson then came
through with a timely two points
to again give the Dragons a one
point lead.
Walstrom knotted the count at
46-46 with the first of two gift
tosses but missed the next with only
seconds to go. Putney recovered
and rifled a pass to Erickson on
the center line who turned and
looped in a beautiful shot to rack
up the winning points. A second
and a half remained when the ball
left his hands. Thus MSTC won
the 1941 intra-city title and the
Moorhead News trophy.
Fauteck carried away scoring
honors with 15 points while Hertsgaard counted 14. Colmer and
Putney were high-point men for
the Dragons with 13 and 12 points,
respectively.
MSTC-CONCORDIA game
MSTC
Jacoby, f
Colmer, f
Nelson, c
Putnev, g
Fielder, g
Erickson, f
Rvan, I
Jacobson. f

FG FT PF
1
5
3
5
1
3
0
1

Totals

19

CONCORDIA
Hertsgaard, f
Fauteck, f
Dyke, c
Walstrom, g
Carrlere, g
Melbv, I
Brodin, g
Pcier, f
Peck, g
Amberrv, f
Albertson, f

0
3
2
0
2
1
2
0

4 2
0 13
3 8
3 10
4 4
0 7
0 2
1 2

10 15 48

FG FT PF
5
7
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
1
0
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
3
1
1
0
0
2
0
1
0

Totals
18 10 11
Officials: Dick Holzer and
Domek.

Phone 3-0570
Dr. L. M. Dahl
—Dentist—•

524 Center Ave,
Moorhead
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SPORTS
St. Cloud Quint downed Dragons Leave Today
<9-48 In
Buttle
Hect For Two Road Games

In one of the fastest-moving
The Dragons invade foreign courts
s :;mes seen on the Dragon's court
this weekend, meeting Mankato on
hi; ;• ar, the MSTC cagers played
It s A Good Bet That Bob Wilt Sink 'em
Friday and Winona on Saturday.
o: of their best games of the seaIn the last two Dragon cage tilts peak in performance for this season, They entrained this morning and
so i ) defeat the- highly favored St. the strong scoring power of the but to the more careful and crit- are scheduled to return some time
Cloud quint 49-48 in the final IvISTC quint has been very appar- ical observer it is quite apparent Sunday.
en'that Bob Fielder, free throw artist
They already have one victory
minutes of the tilt.
But it has also been very appar- deluxe for the Dragon squad, has over the M.-nkato Peds, a 33-32 deTo The Draqons
The Dragon sharpshooters went
i
*
been more than a small influence cision registered in the Moorhead
la work in the opening quarter and
in the Dragons' victories.
gym earlier in the season. Since
:.
i seem co miss as they held
In the St. Cloud encounter it was
b ~t
W! o :
a 1-12 advantage over the Clouds
Bob's free throw that won the gem and forced Dull: i to their limit b
t th rrof the first period.
by a one point margin, 49-48. Again fore dr ppi: " n 5 32 decisio
FT red as if the Granite
in the Cobber tilt. It was 3o ,'s gi.
Winona h. t! distinction of bo
• v's cir'r.l had too much on the
toss that tied up the score, sending
....
,
,
'
"ar 'he Dragons as the final
y CT
rence team to
the game into an overtime period. .
2
i' c ned, for their fast break
wn: really clicking, and they ran
Bob has the best free throw avc beat Beinidji. They eked out thi
d a 48-41 lead before the Dragons
age cn the squad so far, and it Is 35-34 victory two weeks ago on
b"gan to retaliate.
doubtful if anyone will overt A: their home court. Since then they
The Dragons dropped in two
him before the current season ends. also handed St. Cloud a 6 poi: t set
• its but with three minutes to
His present average is 30 out of back.
o hey still trailed 48-45. It was
41, and That's just about tops in
It is. considered doubtful if Petn that the Dragon's acuracy at
anybody's league.
free threw line began to tell,
The most outstanding thing about
" Tl
• :le to P1-Y tUh u son made a gift shot, pulling the
Coach Hammer expects to tak'- him
Bob's
record,
in
our
opinion,
is
th
E irons to within two points of the
rapid advancement which has ac- anyway; th-ref-re, make your own
i is. St. Cloud lost the ball in
pnn [
t nrD
companied it. By this we refer to election as to v o will assume th
a -\ for the basket, and Pete Young
-Anhi r i , LLIr,K
the fact that Bob wasn't even
sr
hod it up, drove for the basket,
scoring burden in these games.
that "
the
which 'the
lc margin by wnicn
ne among the first^ five men on the
and swished a field goal to tie up 'ent """
Dragons have nosed out their las'. Dragon squad at the beginning of
game
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
: n it was "Dead Eye" Bob fe.w opponents has been a very the season, but not many persons
Fi der, free throw artist deluxe of s^'!n cne indeed.
who have seen any fair amount o.
W. L. TP or
In the St. Cloud game it was by the Dragons' games will argue that Bemidji
5
237 18"
Dragon squad, who made the
4
258 23"
al free throw for the Dragons, one point, and in the Cobber clas- Bob is not a good guard. And his St. Cloud
3
airing them a one point victory, si- last Tuesday night it was by free throw average, and the num- Moorhead
223 230
two points in an overtime period.
ber of games which his gift tosses Dulnth
4
49-48.
301 296
To
the
faithful
fan
it
is
obvious
have
subsequently
saved,
will
adeWinona
3
186 290
MSTC
FG FTFMPF TP
H that the Dragons have hit their quately bear out our opinion.
Mankato
•.
2
331 3B5
Young, f
4
Colmer, f
iiUtSBSFj
14
Nelson, c
13
Putney, g
7
Fielder, g
Putney Scores 13 Points? it 's A Lie!
Erickson, f
0
0
Chuck Putney, captain of the Dragons, has always been
0
Ryan, f
0
known for his defensive ability oil the basketball court, rather
than for the number of points he makes, therefore, when he
Totals
1 10 40
21
scored 13 points against the St.
FG FT FM PF TP
ST. CLOUD
Cloud cagers here 'last week, we
LeGrand
is
still
leading
Draggin'
0
F. ihalson, f
1 0 0 3
deemed it proper to run a feature
Ostmoe, f
6 0 10 22 league play although he was idle
commemorating the event.
Nordin, c
5 4 3 2 14 this week. His is the only undeFor a while we thought Chuck
o
feateci
team.
He
and
Anderson,
who
FBI'ppi, g
1112
might slump to his usual four or
Wilcox, g
2 0 0 0 4 is in second place, are scheduled to
five points when thi Cobbers and
Conley, g
5 3 2 1 13 clash this afternoon.
the Dragons clashed for the intraGames this week left Metcalf and
city series championship last Tues
8 48 Murphy in a tie for third and
rotals
20
8
day, but what did he do but score
CA.cials: Dick Holzer and Ernie fourth places and Taschuk and
League standings ppear below:
five field goals for ten points
Anderson.
Babst
tied
for
fifth
and
sixth.
against the graveyard rivals.
INTRAMURAL
W. L. Pet.
qq
In
the
first
gamd
Murphy's
quint
5
• calf
2
So it is with a double amount of
LeGrand
3 0 1.099
333 defeated Taschuk's 20-19 in a tough
pride that we run our captain's pic
1
Anderson
2 1 .603 Taschuk
;
battle.
"
333
ture in this week's MiSTiC.
..500 Babst
Murphy
2
Babst's Bombers won the second
We are anxiously awaiting the
game, turning back Metcalf in a
picking of the all-conference team
strictly defensive contest by the
by sports scribes and newspapers
score of 12 to 5. Led by that one
associated with the N o r t h e r n
f/,£ W
man wave of destruction, Dick Ol
Teachers College Conference lea
t
son, the Bombers employed a series
gue, for we feel sure that Putney
of flying bocks, scissor holds, right
should make the first team this
year. He was placed on the sec
uppercuts and half-Nelsons, there
ond all-conference team last year,
by holding (and we do mean hold
and due to his very outstanding
ing) the opposition to a net total
floor play this season, we see no
of one field goal and three free
reason why he should not be placed
throws.
among the best which this confer
ence has to offer.
Roy Heinecke
The Dragons have not scored less
Resolved: That Ignatz Rattlebrain should be placed on the 1940than 48 points in any of the last
five games in their win streak, and
41 NTCC all-conference team,
they have an average of 55 points
PRO: By Roy Heinecke.
for these last five games. This is
After clue considers,;c:i of t e problem at hand, I have taken the
a high scoring average, but the
opponents which have been met in
affirmative stand on ihe subject of whether or not Ignatz Rattlebrain
these encounters have also had a
shall be placed 011 the ail-conference basketball team for th current
surplus of scoring power, as wit
season.
nessed by the fact that they have
"Gripe, Gripe,"—that should be
Let me brielly review ti.e situation for ) a. Ignatz Rattlebrain, cf the Cobber theme song, as every
an average of approximately 41
points. But in many cases it has
St. Dukatu Teachers College, has not come through with the highest bucket-ball game they play either
been the stellar defense work of
scoring average in the L..gue—he has tallied four paints for his Alma at home or away, we find the Cob
Captain Putney that has held the
ber coaching staff spends most of
iviatcr, anu zi for
up.-o ..011, in six conference games—but his the evening jumping off the bench
opposition's scoring in check.
anility in performing u.<: si
1 piay has made him a standout.
to yell at the decisions made by the
If you average 15 points in these
in the Bemoua clasu
v. eek. .go he executed me play so weii game's officials and it seems the
last three games, Chuck, we'll run
that tue referees had ,0 a. ..aer, him at the conclusion of the game so Cobber team, which has a wealth of
your picture from now until school
mat he woman't c- iockea in me gym overnight.
good material, has adapted the
CHUCK PUTNEY
ends!!!
11 is true liiat Ignota
1me iciir points for his team on oc ideals of the coaching staff and
Fargo
casions when ne got his
...us n..acd, but as iie is only a junior gripe at everything, even the very
Such behavior
tins year we feel ,.,i c mat e is 0 ling to be one of next year's "shooting obvious things.
stars,"
gives the school a black eye which the city title against Concordia . . . right now has the highest scoring
is hard to erase in years to come, just for a flick of the wrists, eh! bunch of boys to grace this court
CON: By Dan Murphy
Inu£>:iucii u i at
u Rattlebrain participate in 13 games Even after the game on Tuesday fellows?
in many a year. Ed developed this
tills season,
lor the Wesitrn MiSTiC, I feel thai night they had a million excuses
Boys, is that old Crystal ball ever crew from a bunch of boys very
i
better qua ...
./ opinion on the subject than Mr. and faults to mention. Come on, hot, as it saw the wins coming over green but anxious to learn, into a
Heinecke, i\ho ... , i.
, m is games*
boys, take stock of things and ad- Duluth, St. Cloud, and Concordia, team which is heading for a high
li. vh, e Is
.. .1 has a net total of three points- mit il when you lose. After all, Now as plain as the trunk on an place in the conference standing, a
not 80
good that
you're
so good
that our
our little
little elephant's mug I can see the boys position never before held by
one in, imc
,i thai "Curls" Nelson tipped in for you
're not
hv any
him. a-e also nn-u.
....
i during hali-time intermission against state institution can't knock you coming through 42-36 over Mankato Dragon basketball team in this
off—sportmanship is the word for and 47-39 over Winona. Whoa!! conference.
Congratulations, Ed
iiukato, Lai illis is not inc. . d in iiis totai.
What's this? Why the old globe and may you be with us for a long
OiVuig lull recognition i
r. Hoiiiecke's point in regard to lg- it.Under-pressure awards of the says
its second place for the doughty time,
itz s execution 01 uxe
_ .y (and 1 do mean execution) I still week go to Bob (I like brunettes) Dragons in the conference . . . That
Seeing there are no more home
ion't beiieve chat his uii-aicu*-u performance qualifies him for an allFielder who dropped in the free will be eight games in a row for the games this season I am taking the
Lonicienee berth.
throw that spelled defeat for the bucket-ball boys.
liberty to select an all-opponent
isecause oi ihe for* .. .
,-iatz is only a Junior, and Horatio highiy-touted boys from St. Cloud
For coach of the year I give you team'as follows: Nordin, St. Cloud,
'oatthefoa-iis
lvu.
r boy for the Bemona Peds for four and Harold Erickson, who has been the ever jovial mentor of this sea- forward; Ingstad, Jamestown, foryears, anu is now a sc. .
*
nk that Horatio merits the berth for dropping long shots for the Drag- son's bucket ball team, Coach Ed ward; Johnson, NDAC, center, Johnwhich ignatz is cozn^eimg.
ons all season, cool as a cucumber Hammer. With his splendid per- son' Bemidjh guard, and Tanberg,
Watch next weens . ..
ort page for the results of this alldrops one from the center of the sonality and clever wit he has £"AC; ^iftet^hey woMd^win"a
important controversy!
Dragon court for two points and plugged along with his boys and couple, anyway.
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Quality Meats
Fancy Clxeese A Sausages
612 Center Avenue

Moorhead

DR. HARVEY M. MONSON
—Dentist—
Above Waterman's
602 Yi. Center Ave.

Moorhead

THE COLLEGE CLUB
A Good Place To Eat
Meals - Lunches - Pop
Candy - Malteds
Mrs. August Solien, Prop.

Dr. F. A.

Dr. J. W.

THYSELL - DUNCAN
Dial 3-0913

Dial 3-0311

Physicians & Surgeons
624 Center Ave.

Wheeler Blk.

COMSTOCK TAXI
D I A L 3-1546

THE WESTERN MiSTiC

Gamma Deltas
Present Comedy

Alpha tpatlmt
On September 17, 1932, thirteen
students of Moorhead State met at
the home of Prof. Samuel Bridges
to form an organization for closer
fraternal union. The following
night, these same thirteen charter
members formally organized the
"Knights of Alpha Epsilon" at the
home of Prof. J. R. Schwendeman.
The Greek words, "Alpha Epsi
lon." "mean "good fellowship". By
ron D. Murray wrote the words to
the fraternity song, Arthur Schonsby and Lawrence Norrin compos
ing the music. Mr. H. B. Weltzln
designed the' fraternity paddle and
Mr. Schwendeman was made per
manent advisor of th« group.
Each year Alpha Epsilon has
been active in all forms of cam
pus activities with alumni mem
bership now extending to all parts
of the United States. Sponsored
by Alpha Epsilon, the annual Frat
ernity Songfest has now become a
tradition with all social organiza
tions participating. During the
spring quarter of each year, the
group also stages the "Alpha Ep
silon Follies" consisting mainly of
a variety show.
Originally limited to thirty mem
bers. Alpha Epsilon this year ex
panded its quota to include thirtyeight active Knights at one time.
Honorary faculty members include
Mr. J. R. Schwendeman, Mr. H.
B. Weltzin. Mr. Byron D. Murray,
Mr. Sam Bridges, Dr. -A. M. Christensen, Mr. Herold Lillywhite, Dr.
A. Woodall, Dr. E. M. Spencer, and
Mr. Edwin Hammer. Mr. Ballard
and Dr. Webster are retired. Hale
Aarnes. former director of speech
at MSTC, is now head of speech
activities at the University of
South Dakota.
The following handle the me
chanics of group responsibility:
president, Vernon Wedul; vicepresident, Ed Verreau; Senior
Knight, A1 Gronner; Sergeant at
Arms, Harold Erickson; Keeper of
the Chest, Urban Anderson; Cor
responding secretary, Donald Nel
son; recording secretary, Florian
Karels; keeper of the records, Arn
old Erickson; Alpha Epsilon histor
ian, A1 Mauritson. Mr. Schwende
man is fraternity advisor.

A. E. President

Vernon Wedul

Lommen Addresses
Alumni Banquet

Miss Georgina Lommen, director
of the MSTC training school, spoke
at a banquet on Thursday which
was planned by the MSTC alumnae
chapter of Fargo and Moorhead.
The affair was held at 6:30 p. m.
in the Blue Room of the Powers
hotel. There were reminiscenses
by graduates and Miss Marie Wilds
led the members in group sing
ing. President and Mrs. R. B. MacLean of the college were the hon
ored guests.

MALVEY
Service Station

—VEEDOL MOTOR OIL
TYDOL GASOLINE—

The local chapter of Gamma
Delta, Lutheran fraternity affiliat
ed with the Missouri synod, will
present "Holiday House" a comedy
by Eldridge in three acts.
The play will take place in the
Grace Lutheran church parlors,
5th Ave. and 9th St. S., Fargo on
Monday, February 24 at 8 o'clock.
MSTC students ncluded in the
cast of characters are Lucille Thaiman; Lauretta Engel; Marian
Sandberg and Edward Montiel. Oth
ers taking part in the play are stu
dents from Concordia and from
NDAC. Mr. E. Hansen, advisor of
the group, is director.
The action centers around a sit
uation in which two couples, de
siring peace, quiet and relaxation,
discover they have rented the same
cottage in a Wisconsin resort.
Their struggles to obtain their goal
and the antics of the resort opera
tors, their daughter and her flag
pole sitting fiance result in an up
roarious chain of incidents, climax
ing in the international recognition
of the resort keepers unusual hobby.

Korsbrek Elected
To Primary Group
Miss Olga Korsbrek, primary sup
ervisor in the campus school, was
elected to serve on the Executive
committee for the department of
Kindergarten primary education of
the National Educational Associa
tion.
Officers for this department are
Ruth O. Ferguson, Mount Vernon,
New York, president; Mrs. Frederica
B. Ross. Los Angeles, California,
vice president, and Laura T. Owens,
Plainfeld, New Jersey, secretary.
The National Education Associa
tion convention will be held June
29-July 3, in Boston, Massachusetts.

DeLUXE CAB CO.

707 First Ave. So. — Dial 3-1612

DR. L. M. DAHL
Dentist

First Natl. Bank Bldg.
Moorhead

Dial 3-0570

" GROSZ STUDIO

FAR 5 O , f NO. DAK.

Official School Photographer
8 Prints and Two 5x7 Enlargements
or 16 Prints for
Reprints, any size

DAKOTA PHOTO
ENGRAVING
Co.
\WSW/

llLU-rTBATOCy^J3^'D IS\ 6NEB/
E N G R A V E R ^ \ L # UTMO PLATE MAKER/

Moorhead, Minnesota

Mail Or Leave Your Films

DIAL 3-1579

L. E. JONES, Manager
Where Good Service Is a Habit

25c

3c

MILK
Pure, Fresh, and Wholesome
Also, Other High-Quality Products

DIAL 3-1385

CASS-CLAY CO-OP CREAMERY CO.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

(fjaleanans
Dial 3-1718

Moorhead, Minn.

Dresses - Shoes - Hosiery
Lingerie - Coats - Etc.
TEACHERS & STUDENTS ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED TO
COME AND SEE US.

Remember the

ALAMO
Lunches - Meals
Fountain Service
GOOD COFFEE
706 Center Ave.

Moorhead

Moorhead, Minnesota
Checking Accounts
Auto Loans
Personal Loans

Travelers Checks
Safe-Deposit Boxes
Real Estate Loans

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

ROXY Theatre
FEB. 20-21

'ANNE OF
WINDY POPLARS'
With Anne Shirley
James EUison
FEB. 23-25

FAIRMONT'S BETTER FOOD PRODUCTS
ASSURES YOU OF FINE QUALITY—
They are used in your dining room and are for sale
by all the leading dealers.
Ask for the FAIRMONT brand when buying milk,
cream, butter, cheese, eggs, ice cream.

THE FAIRMONT CREAMERY COMPANY

FRI.-SAT.

SUN.-TUES.

'LET GEORGE DO IT'
With George Formby
Phyllis Calvert

ISIS THEATRE
FEB. 27

THURS.

ESPIONAGE
AGENT

With Joel McCrea and
Brenda Marshall
FEB. 28-29
FRI.-SAT.

AT THE CIRCUS
With
THE MARX BROS.

KENNY SUTTON & Orchestra
Saturday, Feb. 22

Sororities Plan Open House

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday, February 21

Faculty members, patrons, and the Federation in New York City
patronesses of the four social sor on February 1, the local club's ap
2:00 One act plays, Weld.
orities of MSTC will be entertained plication for membership was con
sidered and accepted.
8:00 CoUege High vs. Fargo
at "Open House" next Wednesday
Sunday, February 23 is Com
Reserves.
night from eight to ten o'clock. The munion Sunday for members of the
Monday, February 24
newly completed sorority rooms will organization. At the next meeting
4-5:00 Delta Psi Kappa,
officers will be elected for the com
be inspected by the guests.
Ingleside.
ing year.
Psi Delt Committees
7:30 Rho Lambda Chi
WiU Be Initiated
Psi Delta
Kappa open
house com.fsi
uena xvappa
upen nuuac
This week
w ek the
ne pledges of
oi 1./i(;
5u,1
Tuesday, February 25
Dragon
mittees have been appointed as fol- MaSqUers have been performing cerFounders Day Banquet, Gra
lows: Tea and tea table, Helen Han- tain duties i • cc ary for initiation.
ver Hotel, Sigma Tau
dy, Washburn, N. D.; Dorothy Tie- These duties consist of treating two
Delta.
gen, Louisburg; Evelyn Pearson, De actives, reporting on dramatic ar
Wednesday, February 26
troit Lakes; Patricia Blake, Hunter, ticles, and memorizing 25 lines of
4:00 Coffee Forum, Ingleside.
N. D.; Lillian Bowhall, Hendrum; poetry. They are also earning
8:00-10:00 Sorority Open
and Charlotte Newberry, James points by working with the play
House for Faculty.
town, N. D. Sandwiches, Marjorie
8:00 CoUege High vs. Hawley.
Hallberg, Spooner. Kitchen, Lucille production class on one act plays.
Thursday, February 27
O'Keefe, Underwood; and Hjordis Initiati.n will take place Friday at
7:00 One Act Plays, Weld.
Jorve, Halstad; receiving guests, 6:30.
Friday, February 28
Leona and Luella Lewis, Hawley;
8:00 Two Year sophomores,
sign, Dorothy Tiegen, Louisburg,
Have Party
and Margaret Bill, Hallock; flowers,
class party.
A Valentino party was the feature
Helen
Handy,
Washburn,
N.
D.
Saturday, February 29
of the Kappa Pi meeting in the
Plans were also made for a skit for Kindergarten rooms of the Campus
8:00 College High vs. Glynthe
Barn
Dance
Friday
night.
don, here.
School on February 13 from 4 to
Plan For Open House
5 o'clock. A short business meet
A report on plans for open house ing was held with a social hour de
was given by Lorraine Runnie, voted to the remaindsr of the time.
Campbell, at the Beta Chi meeting Serving on the entertainment com
Wednesday. Betty Blackman, Han mittee were Pat Blake, Hunter, N.
cock; Merle Husband, Wadena; As- D.; Betty Bcrnhamsoii, Comstock;
Who put glue in the MiSTiC trid Rosier, Fertile; Lorraine Run and Adeline Dekko, Ada.
telephone? (Or was it glue? Ed nie; and Genevieve Johnson, Hoff
man, were named as committee for
Plan For Trip.
Verreau has been known to eat very open house. Arrangements were
Plans for raffling a radio were
squashy cream puffs near that also made for the Barn Dance pro made by the Art Club Monday. The
phone.) Vernon Wedul discovered gram Friday night.
proceeds will go for the trip to Min
the crime at noon Tuesday, before Have Formal Initiation
neapolis about the middle of March.
A tea was given for actives, pat
the Concordia game, so it wasn't ronesses, and alums, Saturday af Miss Williams talked on the Con
that report to the sports editor that ternoon, February 15, by the Pi vention of the College Art Assoc
iation in Chicago. The club pre
could have made even the telephone Mu Phi pledges who presented the sented Miss Williams with a plant.
stuck up. (By the way, the sports sorority with three lamps for the After the meeting a general social
editor, Roy Heinecke has been clam room.
meeting was held.
The following pledges were for
oring for a private telephone.) With
diamonds appearing and guards dis mally initiated Wednesday evening: Lutherans Meet
appearing it is possible the tele Janice Christenson, Moorhead. Bet
Guest speaker for the Thursday
phone became clogged due to the ty Norby, Detroit Lakes; Marguer
overload of sweet nothings it has ite Simonson. Thief River Falls; meeting of the Lutheran Students
been obliged to transmit. Present Jean Lindbedg, Kennedy; Shirley Association was Rev. O. G. Olson.
Lutheran
ow„, Connie Lewis, from the Pontoppedon
indications suggest fifth column ac Peterson, Wheaton;
tivities and though the finger prints Fergus Falls; Anitra Hansen and church in Fargo.
Election of officers was held dur
on a certain glue bottle have not Lucy Hansen, Crookston.
ing the business meeting.
been analyzed, Dr. Woodall is sus Furnishings Bought
Plans were made for open house
piciously vehement in denying they
are his. Stanley Campbell, alias Mr. which will be held in the Gamma
Ferguson, is in charge of the in Nu sorority room next Wednesday
vestigation and anyone knowing evening with faculty members as
anything in particular may tele guests.
Doris Stenhjem, Fargo, and Maiphone Oxford 0-100.
jorie Kinneberg, Moorhead, head
Over Newberry's
arrangements for covering a chest
TRY OUR SPECIALS
and buying several furnishings for
the room.
Dr. C. P. Lura recently received a
Refreshments were served by
letter from Walter Stanghell, known Katherine Zarling, Breckenridge;
to alums as Walter Stanghelli, B. Ruth Wangsness, Moorhead; and
E. 33, who is now located in East Hazel Trace, Fargo.
Helena, Montana. He is now em Member of National Federation
ployed by the Acne slog treating
Pens and Pencils
The MSTC Newman club is now
plant. Dr. Lura also received a a member of the National Newman
§1 to S10
picture of his wife and twenty-one- Club Federation. At a meeting of
month old daughter. While at MS
he was active in Nancio Club, Owls,
Complete Drug" Service
and YMCA.
8:15 Barn Dance, Big Gym.

Saturday, February 22

Ishy GooGlue

ARLENE
Beauty Shop

Stanghell In Montana

SHEAFFER

DR. ALFRED N.
MELAND

For the Latest
Popular Sheet Music

DENTIST

Center Ave. & 7th St.
Moorhead
Minnesota

LEE PHARMACY
520 Center Ave.

STONE-STANTON

Moorhead

NEUBARTH'S
JEWELRY

FLOWERS

Moorhead

For
All Occasions

Minnesota

The City Hall is across the Street

BRIGGS FLORAL CO.

AMERICAN STATE BANK

721 Center Av. Dial 3-1373

A Friendly Home-Owned Institution

Moorhead, Minnesota

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

At the Theatres
Building Supplies, Paints, Fuel
"Music Center of Northwest"
123 BROADWAY
FARGO
SAT. THROUGH TUES.
Madeline CARROLL
Fred MacMURRAY in

"VIRGINIA"

Sixth Street and First Avenue

Moorhead

LITTLE GIANT GRILL

GRAND • 15

Foot Long Hotdogs

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Cesar ROMERO
Patricia MORISON
Ricardo CORTEZ

Wimpy Hamburgers

Southern Style Chili
Short Orders and All Types of Sandwiches

"ROMANCE OF
THE RIO GRANDE"
S TAT E •

Consult Us For Quality Materials

CENTRAL LUMBER CO.

15c ALWAVS

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Ann SHERIDAN

"IT ALL
CAME TRUE"
Humphrey Bogart
Jeffrey Lynn

M O O R H E AD
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
James STEWART
Margaret SULLAVAN
In

4X3 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH—MOORHEAD

HISTORIC CHURCHES IN THE
UNITED STATES
In almost every state of the union are old and historic churches of
all denominations, whose colorful and romantic history pictures the
early days in America. Fifty-three such churches are included in
the booklet, Historic Churches in the United States. Illustrated with
fine photographs, the text includes, besides historical data, many little
incidents which show that the rugged pioneers were not without their
humor. You will find it excellent reading, informative and entertain
ing. No other booklet of this type is available oday at such low cost—
10 cents postpaid. Order your copy now.

—USE THIS COUPON—

The Fargo Forum Information Bureau,
Frederic J. Haskin, Director
Name
Street or Rural Route
City
State
(Mail to Washington, D. C.)

"THE
MORTAL STORM"

Beautiful, Clean, Refined, Modern

CRYSTAL

Ladies- 21c

Tax Included

Gents - 51c

